The Kennedy-like receiver is a quasi-optimal discrimination scheme employed in binary phase-shift-keyed communication schemes with coherent states. In its standard configuration, it is based on the interference of the two signals encoding the message with a reference local oscillator and on the measurement by means of ON/OFF detectors. Here we demonstrate that, without interrupting the communication, it is possible to monitor the relative phase between the signals and the local oscillator by applying a Bayesian processing to the very data sample used to discriminate the signals at any shot. We show, both numerically and experimentally, that the minimum uncertainty in phase estimation can be achieved both with ON/OFF and photon-number resolving detectors. The performances of our phase-estimation method in the presence of either uniform phase noise or phase diffusion are also investigated and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Communication channels based on coherent signals are of great interest for the scientific community in view of their technological applications when quantum resources, such as entanglement, cannot be exploited. 1 Actually, because of the non-orthogonal character of coherent states, such channels require the development of optimal discrimination strategies. 2, 3 For instance, in the case of a binary phase-shift-keyed (BPSK) channel involving two coherent states, the detection/discrimination stage includes a quasi-optimal receiver, in which a local oscillator (LO) is mixed at a beam splitter with the states to be discriminated. The reliability of such systems is limited by the need of knowing the relative phase between signals and LO. 4 To deal with this issue, here we propose, and experimentally test, a real-time monitoring of the relative phase by considering one of the best known BPSK communication receivers, namely the Kennedy-like receiver. [5] [6] [7] In the traditional scheme, the two coherent signals encoding the message interfere with a reference LO and the output is detected with an ON/OFF photodetector. As already shown in [8] , here we demonstrate that, without interrupting the communication, the Bayesian processing of a set of data samples, corresponding to a statistical mixture of the states to be discriminated, allows the achievement of the minimum uncertainty in phase estimation, namely the inverse of the Fisher information associated with the statistics of the collected data. Moreover, we show that the use of photon-number resolving detectors in the receiver enhances phase-estimation strategy with respect to the usually employed ON/OFF detectors. The performances of our phase-estimation method are also investigated, both numerically and experimentally, in the presence of a uniform phase noise, whereas considerations about the phenomenon of phase diffusion as a noise source are discussed here for the first time from the theoretical point of view.
THEORY
Without loss of generality, we assume that the two coherent signals | ± β used in the BPSK communication scheme are sent with the same prior probability, z 0 = z 1 = 1/2. The overall state reaching the receiver is a phase-sensitive statistical mixture of the two coherent states, which can be described by the following density operator:ˆ
To achieve shot-by-shot quasi-optimal discrimination 9 with a Kennedy-like receiver, the stateˆ (β) is then mixed at a beam splitter (BS) of transmittance τ with a LO excited in the coherent state |α . The overall output state can be written asˆ out (a, b, φ) =D(a e iφ )ˆ (b)D † (a e iφ ), where a = α √ 1 − τ and b = β √ τ . The photon-number distribution of the transmitted beam reads
which is the sum of two Poisson distributions depending on φ through the mean values ν ± = a 2 + b 2 ± 2 a b cos φ. Therefore, the real-time phase monitoring can be directly obtained from Eq. (2) by using the same acquired data and a suitable estimation strategy. In Ref. [8] , we have already demonstrated that, without the need of stopping the communication, by suitably selecting consecutive data samples and calculating their probability distribution P ({n k }|φ), the Bayes theorem allows us to obtain the posterior probability P (φ|{n k }) of φ given the sample. In particular, we have shown that the estimator of the phase φ isφ = dφ φ P (φ|{n k }), and its variance is
It is well known 10, 11 that the Bayes estimator is asymptotically optimal if
2 is the Fisher information associated with p n (a, b, φ). In principle, all these results can be achieved by means of ON/OFF detectors, namely detectors that can simply discriminate between the presence and the absence of light. However, in our previous work we have demonstrated that the use of a photon-number resolving (PNR) detector instead of an ON/OFF detector is better as the amount of Fisher information that can be extracted is larger, the estimatorφ converges more rapidly and the variance is lower. For the sake of clarity, in Fig. 1 we plot the results of a Monte Carlo simulation, in which the same Bayesian strategy was applied either to ON/OFF or PNR detectors. In the left and right panels we present the ratio between the Bayesian estimatorφ and the actual value of the phase φ * for the two detection schemes. As it is evident from the figure, the use of PNR detector bringsφ converge more rapidly to the value of φ * = 0.3 (just after M ∼ 10 3 data) than using the other scheme. The same conclusion can be drawn by looking at Fig. 2 , in which the variance of φ is shown as a function of the number of data for both detectors. In a more realistic scenario, the input coherent states can be affected by phase noise during generation and propagation. 12, 13 In the presence of uniform phase noise, the degraded state is the so-called bracket 14 where γ is the noise parameter. Also in this case the Bayesian approach, applied to the photon-number probability distribution p n (a, b, φ, γ) ≡ γ
, results very robust in the phase estimation, only showing small differences in the convergence compared to the ideal case of vanishing noise (γ → 0). As expected, the effect of the uniform phase noise described by the bracket states is a slight increase of the variance of the estimation procedure.
8 Another kind of phase noise is given by phase diffusion. 12 The phase-diffusion process that affects the propagation of the signalˆ =ˆ (b) in Eq. (1) can be described by means of the master equation:
where L[Ô]ˆ = 2Ôˆ Ô † −Ô †Ôˆ −ˆ Ô †Ô and Γ is the phase-damping rate. If we introduce σ 2 = Γt/2, the evolved stateˆ (pd) (b, σ) at time t can be written as:
whereÛ ϕ = exp(−iϕâ †â ) is the phase-shift operator. Thus, the state impinging on the detector after thê interference with the LO can be written as:
. In order to compare the effect of uniform noise, presented above, with the phase diffusion process, we set σ 2 = γ 2 /12. Indeed, with such an assumption the Gaussian distribution g(ϕ, σ) characterizing the phase-diffusion process and the uniform distribution within the interval [−γ/2, γ/2] have the same first two moments. For the sake of clarity, in Fig. 3 we plot the Wigner functions of the statesˆ (b, γ) for γ = π/2,ˆ (pd) (b, σ) for σ 2 = γ 2 /12, andˆ (b), i.e. the mixture of coherent states in the absence of noise. Moreover, in Fig. 4 we compare the two types of noise by varying the noise parameter γ (and consequently σ). As the noise parameter increases, the detrimental effect of uniform noise (especially for ON/OFF detectors) with respect to Gaussian phase diffusion becomes more evident.
Finally, in Fig. 5 we plot the variance Var φ as a function of the number of data M for two different choices of the noise parameter γ, both for ON/OFF and PNR detectors. We can conclude that the estimation method works well also in the presence of a phase-diffusion process. Nevertheless, the better performances (i.e. lower variance values) in the case of phase diffusion instead of uniform phase noise lead us to conclude that the most detrimental situation to test the validity of our phase-estimation strategy is the latter. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To experimentally validate our analysis, we realized a proof-of-principle scheme. The bracket states were gen- erated by exploiting the second-harmonic pulses (5-ps pulse duration) at 523 nm of a mode-locked Nd:YLF laser regeneratively amplified at 500 Hz (High-Q Laser Production). The pulses were sent to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, in which the relative phase between the two arms (signal and LO in Fig. 6 ) was changed in steps by means of a piezoelectric movement (Pz). 16 The light exiting the interferometer was delivered through a multimode fiber (MF, 600-µm-core diameter) to a PNR detector, namely a hybrid photodetector (HPD, R10467U-40, maximum quantum efficiency ∼ 0.5 at 500 nm, Hamamatsu). The output of the detector was then amplified, synchronously integrated (SGI) and digitized (ADC). As already explained in Refs. [16] [17] [18] , with our detection system we are able not only to reconstruct the statistics of detected photons, but also to determine the actual value of the phase φ at each piezo position, independent of the regularity and reproducibility of the movement. In fact, by monitoring the mean number of detected photons as a function of the piezoelectric movement, an interference pattern emerges, from which the value of φ can be estimated. 14, 16 Once the relative phase is determined, the simulation of bracket states with a uniform phase noise can be achieved by combining a set of data characterized by a central phase φ and a uniform integration interval γ and appending it to a second set corresponding to an interval with the same amplitude but with opposite phase. In order to approach the operation of a real communication channel, a numerical randomization of data in the bracket states, followed by an estimation algorithm, is performed. We notice that, in principle, the same result can be experimentally achieved by randomizing the piezoelectric movement, even if spurious effects such as the hysteresis of the device can limit the performances of the system. However, it is worth noting that the randomization is not fundamental in our protocol, since the Bayesian probability depends on the data sample, but not on the actual order of the data. In the following we consider the states corresponding to φ * = 0.25, with γ = π/4 and γ = π/2, respectively. The results are presented in Fig. 7 : In the upper panels we plot the measured photon-number distributions p n together with the theoretical distributions p n (a, b,φ PNR , γ), which have fidelities F = n p n (a, b,φ PNR , γ) p (exp) n higher than 99.9% to the experimental data. 19 In the lower panels of Fig. 7 we show the posterior probabilities P ON/OFF (φ|n k ) and P PNR (φ|n k ) with the corresponding estimated phases. In both panels it is evident that, for such a choice of φ * , the posterior probabilities are affected by a bias, testified by the asymmetric shape of the curve. Indeed, this situation enhances the better estimation achieved by means of PNR detection instead of ON/OFF scheme, as the posterior probability is more peaked, has smaller variance and reduced asymmetry.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed and realized a real-time method to monitor the phase reference of a Kennedy-like receiver without stopping the communication. The theoretical model was not only proved by numerical simulations, but also validated by a proof-of principle experiment. Our strategy, based on Bayesian analysis, can asymptotically reach the minimum uncertainty in the estimation just after few thousands of data, also in the presence of noise. We compared the effectiveness of our estimation method in the case of uniform phase noise as well as in the presence of phase diffusion. Furthermore, the advantage of using PNR detectors with respect to ON/OFF detectors has been theoretically predicted and also verified by means of simulations and experimental results. From the one hand our investigation opens new perspectives in the field of Quantum Communication as it represents a first step toward making the Kennedy-like receiver a practical useful technology. From the other hand, our strategy can find applications also in other contexts, in which the estimation of the phase represents an unavoidable requirement.
